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Chapter 2 highlights

• Liberalization of trade in goods under the RCEP
• “Progressive liberalization” (Also clearly stated in Article 1.3: (Objectives), (b))

– The degree of liberalization is less than that of the TPP, and the speed is slower

• Lack of a nondiscrimination rule under liberalization

– Due to political sensitivities, seven nations were unable to adopt “common 

concessions”, and have agreed to preferential tariffs depending on the partner 

country

• As a result, there are tariff differential rules to prevent roundabout trade within 

the bloc

– The complicated customs duties structure and tariff differential rules are factors that 

reduce appeal for companies

– The benefits of relaxed rules of origin that allow for “Cumulation” are somewhat 

diminished

• On the other hand, negotiations were concluded with the acceptance of 

flexible liberalization methods

– This was an important first step for the member states in East Asia

– In the future, additional liberalization and a shift to common concessions through 

renegotiation is desirable

• Expected to enhance transparency in fields with non-tariff barriers and 

facilitate trade

– E.g., through import licensing procedures, and rules on fees and formalities 

connected with importation and exportation



Structure of RCEP Chapter 2 and Annex I

• Chapter 2, Section A: General Provisions and Market 

Access for Goods
• Definitions, and Scope

• National Treatment, Reduction or Elimination of Customs Duties, and 

Acceleration of Tariff Commitments

• Tariff Differentials, Classification of Goods, Customs Valuation, Goods in 

Transit, and Temporary Admission of Goods

• Transposition of Schedules of Tariff Commitments, Modification of 

Concessions, etc.

• Chapter 2, Section B: Non-tariff Measures
• General rules, General Elimination of Quantitative Restrictions, and 

Technical Consultations

• Import Licensing Procedures, Fees and Formalities Connected with 

Importation and Exportation, etc.

• Annex I: Schedules of Tariff Commitments
• General Notes, schedules of tariff concessions for each member state, etc.



Chapter 2: Point by point explanation

• Article 2.1: Definitions

– Provides definitions of terms related to this chapter

• Definitions of terms such as: customs duties, customs value of goods, and 

duty-free

• Article 2.2: Scope

– Prescribes the applicable scope of the provisions in this chapter

• In general, the applicable scope of this chapter’s provisions is limited to 

trade in goods between the Parties



Chapter 2: Point by point explanation

• Article 2.3: National Treatment on Internal Taxation and 

Regulation

– Prescribes that national treatment shall be accorded to the 

goods of the other Parties

• National treatment in accordance with Article III of GATT shall be applied in 

relations with other Parties, and this part of GATT is incorporated into and 

made part of this Agreement

– National treatment: Applying the same treatment to imported goods as the 

country’s own goods, in terms of internal taxes, regulations, etc.

• Follows the regulations of the ASEAN-Japan EPA

• Differences from the TPP:

– The TPP has annexes detailing the Non-Conforming Measures of each signatory 

nation; the RCEP has no such section (see TPP Article 2.3 paragraph 3)

– The TPP has a provision confirming that favorable treatment of local goods by a 

regional level of government is not accepted; the RCEP has no such provision 

(see TPP Article 2.3 paragraph 2)



Chapter 2: Point by point explanation

• Article 2.4: Reduction or Elimination of Customs

Duties (★)

– Includes provisions on obligations for customs duties 

liberalization and application of tariffs

• The Parties shall progressively reduce or eliminate their customs duties in 

accordance with their Schedule in Annex I (paragraph 1)

– Title of TPP Article 2.4: Elimination of Customs Duties

– RCEP: The “elimination” of customs duties is not necessarily a principle

• If the RCEP preferential tariff > the most-favored-nation applied rate of 

customs duty (MFN rate):

– At the time of importation, goods shall be eligible for the MFN rate (there is no 

obligation for automatic application)

– The importing member state must enable importers to apply at a later date for a 

refund of any excess duty paid if the importer did not make a claim for the lower 

rate at the time of importation (paragraph 2)

» The TPP has no such provision

• Latest MFN rates and RCEP customs duties

– The Parties must make new rates and duties publicly available not later than the 

date of application (paragraph 3)



Chapter 2: Point by point explanation
• Article 2.4: Reduction or Elimination of Customs Duties (continued)

• ASEAN-Japan EPA: Common concession approach

– Japan commits to common reduced or eliminated customs duties for all ASEAN 

member states

– Prescribes most-favored nation rules (ASEAN-Japan EPA Article 16, paragraph 1)

– Most-favored nation treatment: No discrimination between members (favoritism or 

ostracization)

• RCEP: Eight Parties use the common concession approach, Seven Parties 

use the country-specific concession approach

– The RCEP has no provisions for most-favored-nation rules pertaining to the 

liberalization of customs duties

– The group of seven Parties including Japan have differing liberalization 

commitments depending on the partner nation

(differing degrees of customs duties reductions and customs duties reduction speed)

Ex: Japan’s commitments eliminate customs duties on Fresh grapes (HS080610) for 

ASEAN member states, Australia, and New Zealand, but it has no such commitment 

for China or South Korea

– For convenience: Country-specific concessions < Common concessions; 

For concluding negotiations: Country-specific concessions > Common concessions

• The RCEP has no “standstill clause” which prohibits raising or newly creating 

customs duties (the TPP does have such a clause)



Chapter 2: Point by point explanation

• Article 2.5: Acceleration of Tariff Commitments (★)

– Includes provisions on the acceleration or improvement of 

customs duties liberalization commitments

• The Parties may, through consultation or unilaterally, accelerate or improve 

their commitments (paragraphs 2 and 3)

• Acceleration or improvement through consultation

– Procedures to modify the Schedules of Tariff Commitments must be conducted 

prior to acceleration or improvement

• Unilateral acceleration or improvement

– May be done without modifying the Schedule of Tariff Commitments

– A Party may raise its preferential customs duty to a level not exceeding that 

initially set out in its Schedule of Tariff Commitments, on the condition that the 

Party provides notice to the other Parties

• When accelerating or improving commitments, it is required to use the 

most-favored-nation rule (paragraphs 2 and 3)

– This is not required when reducing customs duties from the original commitment 

(previously stated)



Chapter 2: Point by point explanation

• Article 2.5: Acceleration of Tariff Commitments 

(continued)

– Supplementary matters

• Consultations on reducing customs duties

– TPP: If a request pertaining to the acceleration of customs duties reduction is 

received from another Party, the receiving Party is obligated to agree to 

consultation (TPP Article 2.4, paragraph 3)

– RCEP: There is a mild provision that the Parties may consult based on “mutual 

consent” (RCEP Article 2.5, paragraph 2)

• Separate from Article 2.5, Chapter 20 (Final Provisions) includes provisions 

on “General Review” for the purpose of updating and enhancing the 

Agreement



Chapter 2: Point by point explanation

• Article 2.6 Tariff Differentials (★)

– Contains tariff differential rules to prevent roundabout import 

within the bloc

• Rule of origin for FTA/EPA: Prevents roundabout import from outside the 

bloc

• Tariff differential rule: Prevents roundabout import from countries within the 

bloc

– This rule is necessary for cases in which some importing countries grant country-

specific concessions in an FTA/EPA with three or more constituent countries

– Ex: Japan’s footwear related preferential customs duty 10 years from now 

(current MFN rate: 30%)

» Made in ASEAN, Australia, or New Zealand: reduce to 7.5%

» Made in China: Reduce to 11.4%

» Made in South Korea: No liberalization commitments made under RCEP

– Example of roundabout import within the bloc

» Footwear made in South Korea or China is imported to an ASEAN member 

state for minimal processing before being imported to Japan



Chapter 2: Point by point explanation

• Article 2.6 Tariff Differentials (continued)
• Specific rules (using Japan as an example)

– In order for the Party “A” to enjoy the preferential tariff treatment promised to 

Party “A” by Japan when exporting item “X” to Japan, Party “A” must be the 

RCEP country of origin (paragraph 1)

– For Party “A” to be recognized as the RCEP country of origin, item “X” must be 

an “originating good” of Party “A”

» RCEP standards of origin are prescribed in Chapter 3 Article 3.2: 

“Originating Goods”

– If “X” is produced only with raw materials from countries within the RCEP bloc, 

the production process in Party “A” may not be a “minimal operation” (paragraph 

2)

» Definition of “minimal operation”: sharpening, packaging, printing, etc. 

(paragraph 5 of this article)

– Furthermore, if “X” is included on the importing Party (Japan’s) Appendix to its 

Schedule in Annex I, the good must meet the additional requirement specified in 

that Appendix (paragraph 3)

» Japan’s additional requirement: No less than 20 per cent of the total value 

of “X” has been added in Party “A”

(20% added value standard)



Chapter 2: Point by point explanation

• Article 2.6 Tariff Differentials (continued)

• Specific rules (continued)

– If Party “A” is not recognized as the RCEP country of origin, the country of origin 

for that originating good shall be the Party that contributed the highest value of 

originating materials used in the production of that good (Party “B”), and at the 

time of importation the tariff that Japan made a commitment to for Party “B” shall 

be applied (paragraph 4)

– The Parties shall commence a review of this Article within two years of the date 

of entry into force of the Agreement to relax tariff differential rules (paragraph 7)

– With respect to its Appendix on tariff differentials in its Schedule of Tariffs, a Party 

reserves the right to make amendments to its Appendix in case of accession by 

another state or separate customs territory to this Agreement, subject to the 

agreement of all Parties (paragraph 8)

• Countries and goods with tariff differentials: TPP<<<RCEP

– TPP: Four countries have adopted a country-specific concession approach, and 

the customs duty elimination rate, excluding Japan, is at least 99%

– RCEP: Seven countries have adopted a country-specific concession approach, 

and the customs duty elimination rate is 91% overall



Chapter 2: Point by point explanation

• Article 2.7: Classification of Goods

– Prescribes the method for classification of goods under RCEP

• The classification of goods under RCEP is based on the HS Nomenclature 

2012 Edition

• Article 2.8: Customs Valuation

– Prescribes the customs value of goods

• For determining the customs value of goods traded among the Parties, 

Article VII of GATT (Valuation for Customs Purposes) and provisions of the 

WTO Customs Valuation Agreement shall be partially incorporated as a part 

of the Agreement



Chapter 2: Point by point explanation

• Article 2.9: Goods in Transit

– Provisions pertaining to clearance of goods in transit

• The Parties shall facilitate customs clearance of goods in transit in 

accordance with Article V of GATT (Freedom of Transit) and the relevant 

provisions of the Trade Facilitation Agreement

– GATT Article V: Prohibition of unnecessary delays or restrictions to traffic in 

transit, obligation to waive tax charges except for those commensurate with 

administrative expenses or the costs of services rendered, etc.



Chapter 2: Point by point explanation

• Article 2.10: Temporary Admission of Goods

– Provisions for the recognition of duty-free import for the 

temporary admission of goods, such as business products, 

under certain conditions

• Three conditions for accepting temporary admission on a duty-free basis 

(paragraph 1)

– Goods are: “brought into the customs territory for a specific purpose”; “have not 

undergone any change after importation”; and “are intended for re-exportation 

within a specific period”

• The importing country may not condition the duty-free temporary admission 

of a good other than to require that the good: 

(paragraph 3, select items only)

– be used in the exercise of a business activity, trade, profession, or sport;

– not be sold or leased while in the territory;

– be admitted in no greater quantity than is reasonable for its intended use

• If any condition imposed under paragraph 3 has not been fulfilled, customs 

duty may be applied (paragraph 4)

• Each Party shall permit a good temporarily admitted under this Article to be 

re-exported through a customs port other than that through which it was 

admitted (paragraph 5)



Chapter 2: Point by point explanation

• Article 2.10: Temporary Admission of Goods

– Supplementary matters

• This Article partially follows existing provisions in international treaties

– Convention on professional equipment (entered into force in 1962)

» Japan, South Korea, Australia, New Zealand, and Thailand are members

– Convention on exhibitions (entered into force in 1962)

» Japan, China, South Korea, Australia, New Zealand, and Thailand are 

members

– ATA Convention (entered into force in 1963)

» “Customs Convention on the ATA Carnet for the Temporary Admission of 

Goods” 

» Japan, China, South Korea, Australia, New Zealand, Malaysia, Singapore, 

and Thailand are members

• Provisions not found in some existing EPAs with ASEAN member states:

– The RCEP enhances the transparency and predictability of systems throughout 

the bloc

• The provisions of paragraphs 2 through 5 of this Article generally follow 

provisions in the TPP



Chapter 2: Point by point explanation

• Article 2.11: Temporary Admission for Containers and 

Pallets

– Provision granting duty-free temporary admission for containers 

and pallets to be re-exported after they are used for international 

shipping

• Related convention: Customs Convention on Containers (entered into force 

in 1975)

– China, South Korea, Australia, New Zealand, and Indonesia are members 

• This article generally follows the provisions of the TPP (TPP Article 2.8, 

paragraphs 4 and 9)

• The existing EPA between Japan and ASEAN member states does not have 

such an article



Chapter 2: Point by point explanation

• Article 2.12: Duty-Free Entry of Samples of No 

Commercial Value

– Provision concerning tax exemption for samples of no 

commercial value for e.g., trade purposes when they are 

imported from another Party

• It does not matter if the country of origin of the samples is an RCEP Party or 

not

• Related convention: International Convention to Facilitate the Importation of 

Commercial Samples and Advertising Material (entered into force in 1955)

– Japan, South Korea, New Zealand, Malaysia, and Singapore are members

• Article 2.13: Agricultural Export Subsidies

– Provision regarding matters including the elimination of 

agricultural export subsidies

• This provision reaffirms the international commitments made at the WTO 

pertaining to the elimination of agricultural export subsidies, as well as 

cooperation within the bloc to prevent the reintroduction of agricultural 

export subsidies



Chapter 2: Point by point explanation

• Article 2.14: Transposition of Schedules of Tariff 

Commitments

– The purpose of this provision is to avoid changes to the 

obligations set out in the Agreement following future 

amendments to the HS 

• When the HS is amended in the future following the appearance of new 

types of goods as a result of technological innovation, each Party has an 

obligation to transpose its Schedule in Annex I of the Agreement so that the 

original commitments are not undermined

– Discussions pertaining to the transposition of Schedules is the duty of the 

Committee on Goods, which is a subsidiary body of the RCEP Joint Committee 

(Annex 18A, paragraph 2(d)

• Such a provision is not explicitly included in Japan’s existing EPAs



Chapter 2: Point by point explanation
• Article 2.15: Modification of Concessions (★)

– Provision pertaining to rights and obligations when a Party 

modifies or withdraws a concession contained in its Schedule

• A Party may modify or withdraw a concession contained in its Schedule under 

the following conditions:

– (1) Exceptional circumstances where a Party faces unforeseen difficulties when 

negotiating

– (2) Engage in negotiations with any interested Parties and inform the RCEP Joint 

Committee

– (3) Maintain a level of reciprocal and mutually advantageous concessions no less 

favorable to the trade of all other interested Parties than that provided for in the 

Agreement prior to such negotiations (may include compensatory adjustments with 

respect to other goods)

– (4) Must have the agreement of all other interested Parties and the decision of the 

RCEP Joint Committee

• The same type of provision is included in the ASEAN-Japan EPA

– No unpredictable conditions are imposed (ASEAN-Japan EPA Article 19, paragraph 

2)

• Under the TPP, regressive amendments after liberalization are not recognized

– Standstill clause (TPP Article 2.4, paragraph 1)



Chapter 2: Point by point explanation

• Article 2.16: Application of Non-Tariff Measures

– General provisions concerning the application of non-tariff 

measures

• The Parties are prohibited from adopting or maintaining any non-tariff 

measure, except in accordance with its rights and obligations under the 

WTO Agreement or this Agreement

• There is no provision defining “non-tariff measures”

– In Section B of this chapter (Non-Tariff Measures), there are provisions 

concerning the General Elimination of Quantitative Restrictions, enhancing the 

transparency of the application of non-tariff measures, Import Licensing 

Procedures, and Fees and Formalities Connected with Importation and 

Exportation

• This Article generally follows the provisions of the Japan-Vietnam EPA and 

Japan-Australia EPA



Chapter 2: Point by point explanation

• Article 2.17: General Elimination of Quantitative 

Restrictions

– Provision on the general elimination of quantitative restrictions

• No Party shall prohibit or restrict importation or exportation from/to another 

Party, except in accordance with its rights and obligations under the WTO 

Agreement (paragraph 1)

• Where a Party adopts an export prohibition or restriction in accordance with 

subparagraph 2(a) of Article XI of GATT to prevent critical shortages of 

foodstuffs or other essential products, that Party shall, upon request, inform

other Parties of or publish such prohibition or restriction, and provide other 

Parties that may be seriously affected with a reasonable opportunity for 

consultation (paragraph 2)

– Possible to apply to, e.g., export restrictions on masks or other medical supplies?



Chapter 2: Point by point explanation

• Article 2.18: Technical Consultations on Non-Tariff 

Measures

– Procedural provision concerning requesting and responding to 

technical consultations on non-tariff measures

• A Party may request, in writing, technical consultations with another Party 

on a measure it considers to be adversely affecting its trade (paragraph 1)

• The requested Party shall respond to the requesting Party and enter into 

technical consultations within 60 days of the receipt of the written request 

(paragraph 3)

• Other Parties may join the technical consultations, subject to the consent of 

the consulting Parties (paragraph 4)

• Each Party shall submit an annual notification to the Committee on Goods 

regarding any use of technical consultations (paragraph 6)

– TPP: The content of consultations is confidential (TPP Article 2.9, paragraph 7)



Chapter 2: Point by point explanation

• Article 2.19: Import Licensing Procedures

– Provision on import licensing procedures

• This provision aims to enhance the transparency and predictability of import 

licensing procedures while referring to the WTO Import Licensing 

Agreement

• While this article generally follows the provisions of the TPP, obligations are 

not as stringent as under the TPP

– Example 1: When introducing or changing import licensing procedures, the Party 

shall provide a notification 30 days before it takes effect, and to the extent 

possible, 60 days before it takes effect (the TPP requires notification 60 days 

prior)

– Example 2: Under the TPP, if an importing country denies an import licensing 

application, if requested the importing country is obligated to provide an 

explanation in writing of the reason, but under the RCEP there is no requirement 

that the explanation be “in writing”

• This provision was not included in the existing EPA between Japan and 

ASEAN member states (enhancing transparency and trade facilitation are 

expected)



Chapter 2: Point by point explanation

• Article 2.20: Fees and Formalities Connected with 

Importation and Exportation

– Provision on fees and charges connected with importation and 

exportation

• Confirming the principle of Article VIII of GATT (Fees and Formalities 

Connected with Importation and Exportation), all fees and charges in 

connection with importation or exportation are limited in amount to the 

approximate cost of services rendered and do not represent an indirect 

protection to domestic goods or a taxation for fiscal purposes (paragraph 1)

• Each Party shall publish details of the fees and charges that it imposes in 

connection with importation or exportation on the internet (paragraph 2)

• This provision was not included in the existing EPA between Japan and 

ASEAN member states (enhancing transparency and trade facilitation are 

expected)



Chapter 2: Point by point explanation

• Article 2.21: Sectoral Initiatives

– This provision establishes procedures for the Parties to 

initiate work programs on sector-specific issues
• The Parties shall agree on the sectors to be included in such a work 

program (paragraph 2)

• Sector-specific work programs shall be established and overseen by the 

Committee on Goods, and the Parties shall endeavor to finalize such a work 

program no later than two years after its initiation (paragraph 1)

– Matters included in the duties of the Committee on Goods (Annex 18A, 

paragraph 2)

» Monitoring and reviewing the implementation and operation of Chapter 2, 

identifying and recommending measures to promote and facilitate improved 

market access, exploring avenues for enhancing cooperation on the use of 

good regulatory practice, etc.

• Based on the outcome of any work program initiated under this Article, the 

Committee on Goods may make recommendations to the RCEP Joint 

Committee (paragraph 4)



Regarding Annex I
• Main provisions

– General Notes
• Regulations on Schedules of Tariff Commitments that are applied to all Parties

– Base rates: MFN applied rates of each Party in effect on 1 January 2014 (paragraph 2)

– Date of entry into force of the Annex: Date of entry into force of the Agreement 

(paragraph 2)

» 60 days after at least six ASEAN constituent Parties + three other constituent 

Parties complete domestic procedures, as well as the deposit of an instrument of 

ratification to the ASEAN Secretary-General

– Date of commencing reduction of customs duties (paragraph 5)

» Application of “Year 1” rates shall begin on the date of entry into force of the 

Agreement 

» For countries that delayed entry into force of the Agreement by n years: Apply 

“Year 1+n” rates immediately after it enters into force

(Even if entry into force is delayed, implementation of liberalization cannot be 

delayed)

– Date of tariff reductions for each year (paragraph 3)

» For Japan, Indonesia, and the Philippines: 1 April of each year

» For other Parties: 1 January of each year



Regarding Annex I

• Main provisions

– Charts of customs duties commitments (so called Schedules of 

Tariff Commitments)

• Prescribes a schedule for each Party’s liberalization of customs duties

• For each Party, the schedule describes, after entry into force of the 

Agreement, which goods will be liberalized, for how many years, for which 

Party(ies), and by what percentage

• The Schedules of the seven member states adopting the country-specific 

concession approach include an Appendix establishing goods subject to 

additional requirements pertaining to tariff differentials

– Japan, China, South Korea, Indonesia, the Philippines, Thailand, and Vietnam

– Ex: Japan, China, and South Korea have registered 100, 82, and 99 types of 

goods respectively

• Japan’s customs duties concessions

– There are three types: those for China; those for South Korea; and those for 

ASEAN, Australia and New Zealand



Structure of tariff schedules and period for 

liberalization of customs duties
Chart 1: Structure of RCEP member state tariff schedules and period for reduction/elimination of customs 

duties 

 No. of tariff 
schedules 

Types of tariff schedules 
Period for 

reduction/elimination 

Japan 1 3 (including for China and South Korea) Year 21 

China 5 
5 (for Japan, South Korea, Australia, 

New Zealand, and ASEAN) 

Year 21 (for Japan) 
Year 35 (for South 

Korea) 
Year 20 (for others) 

South Korea 5 
5 (for Japan, China, Australia, New 

Zealand, and ASEAN) 
Year 35 (for China) 
Year 20 (for others) 

Australia 1 Common concessions Year 20 

New Zealand 1 Common concessions Year 16 

Brunei 1 Common concessions Year 24 

Cambodia 1 Common concessions Year 20 

Indonesia 6 
6 (for Japan, China, South Korea, 

Australia, New Zealand, and ASEAN) 
Year 23 

Laos 1 Common concessions Year 20 

Malaysia 1 
Common concessions (with an 

Appendix for India) 
Year 23 

Myanmar 1 Common concessions Year 20 

Philippines 5 
5 (Common, and for Japan, China, 
South Korea, and Australia & New 

Zealand) 
Year 20 

Singapore 1 Common concessions Immediate 

Thailand 1 
4 (including for Japan, China, and South 

Korea) 
Year 20 

Vietnam 6 
6 (for Japan, China, South Korea, 

Australia, New Zealand, and ASEAN) 
Year 25 

Source: Created by the author from each RCEP member state’s tariff schedules. 



Regarding Annex I

• Achievement level of liberalization under the RCEP

– Customs duties elimination ratio of all Parties: 91%

• Overall this is a more conservative level compared to the TPP

• The elimination ratio is especially low for Japan, China, South Korea, and 

the CLMV nations

– Japan’s customs duties elimination ratio

• For China: 85.5%, for South Korea: 80.7%, for others: 87.8%

– Goods for which customs duties were eliminated for all Parties: 80.1%

– Goods for which customs duties are not eliminated for all Parties: 12.2%

– Goods for which customs duties are not eliminated for China and/or South Korea 

only: 7.7%

• Japan’s elimination ratio under the TPP: 95.1%

– Customs duties elimination acquired by Japan (for industrial 

goods)

• China: Current 8%86%, South Korea: Current 19%92%



Status of elimination of customs duties by 

RCEP members
Chart 2: Status of elimination of customs duties by RCEP members (partial selection based on no. of goods)  

 
Customs duties 

elimination ratio 

Of which, 

immediate 

elimination ratio 

Ratio of goods 

exempted from 

concessions 

TPP customs 

duties elimination 

ratio 

Japan 

85.5% (for China) 

80.7% (for South 

Korea) 

87.8% (for others) 

55.2% 

63.9% 

73.4% 

14.5% 

18.8% 

7.9% 

95.1% 

China (partial selection) 

86.0% (for Japan) 

86.0% (for South 

Korea) 

25.0% 

38.6% 

13.6% 

13.0% 
 -  

South Korea (partial 

selection) 

83.0% (for Japan) 

86.0% (for China) 

41.4% 

50.4% 

17.0% 

12.9% 
 -  

Australia 98.3% 75.3% 0.7% 99.9% 

New Zealand 91.4% 65.2% 0.0% 100.0% 

Brunei 97.8% 76.5% 1.0% 100.0% 

Cambodia 87.1% 29.9% 3.8%  -  

Indonesia (partial 

selection) 
89.4% (for Japan) 65.1% 5.7%  -  

Laos 86.0% 29.9% 2.1%  -  

Malaysia 90.0% 69.9% 1.2% 99.9% 

Myanmar 86.0% 30.0% 2.0%  -  

Philippines (partial 

selection) 
91.1% (for Japan) 71.3% 2.0%  -  

Singapore 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 100.0% 

Thailand (partial 

selection) 
88.5% (for Japan) 66.3% 7.4%  -  

Vietnam (partial 

selection) 
87.5% (for Japan) 65.9% 4.0% 99.8% 

Source: Created by the author from each RCEP member state’s tariff schedules.  



Concluding remarks (from previous slide)

• Liberalization of trade in goods under the RCEP
• “Progressive liberalization” (Also clearly stated in Article 1.3: (Objectives), (b))

– The degree of liberalization is less than that of the TPP, and the speed is slower

• Lack of a nondiscrimination rule under liberalization
– Due to political sensitivities, seven nations were unable to adopt common concessions, and have 

agreed to preferential tariffs depending on the partner country

• As a result, there are tariff differential rules to prevent roundabout trade within 

the bloc
– The complicated customs duties structure and tariff differential rules are factors that reduce appeal 

for companies

– The benefits of relaxed rules of origin that allow for “Cumulation” are somewhat diminished

• On the other hand, negotiations were concluded with the acceptance of flexible 

liberalization methods
– This was an important first step for the member states in East Asia

– In the future, additional liberalization and a shift to common concessions through renegotiation is 

desirable

• Expected to enhance transparency in fields with non-tariff barriers and facilitate 

trade
– E.g., through import licensing procedures, and rules on fees and formalities connected with 

importation and exportation
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